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BILL TALENT COUGHLIN

MASSIMILIANO TRUZZI
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I've tried blowing ping pong bal ls out of m/ mouth as Gran Picaso does and I
conclusion that others who have tried it wil l probably agree with: it's very difficult!

t
ve come to a

There Is a v/ay, however, to make the trick easier. By blowing ping pong bal ls out of your
mouth one at a time and catching them (as they come down) in your hands and continue to
"feed" them into your mouth and blow them out again,it's possible (and not too difficult)
to juggle 2, 3, 4, and even 5 ping pong balls by either cascading them or using the foun
tain pattern in which two separate arcs are made without the bal ls crossing. I've found the
fountain easier than the cascade. I have been able to keep 5 ping pong bal ls going for a
short time by using this continual "feed" method. The difficult part of the trick is In bend
ing your neck back far enough (but not too far), and in"feeding" the ping pong balls into
your mouth, ll's possible to do 2 with one hand or both hands^^as can 3 or more. Having a
bowl of water nearby makes it convenient to keep the ping pong bal ls clean. It's also eas
ier to blow moist ping pong bal ls rather than dry ones.

I've found In trying to do this type of juggling that it I
cause the legs support the weight of the body as It's bent back. The neck Is also strength
ened (It wil l be sore after first attempts). The lungs also get a good workout!

good exercise for the legs be-is a

I i
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International jugglers Association
1975 (3

ORGANIZED JUNE. 1947 ly—Harry Lind Qaorg* Barvinchak F. R. Dunham

Barnard Joyca Jack Qraana Eddia Johnton

Rogar Montandan

Art Jannlngft

September 14, 1974
OFFICERS

1974-1975 CONVENTION 1975

President
DICK FRANCIS

2122 Windsor Avenue

Youngstown, Ohio 44502

1 don't believe I could start early enough making definite
plans for the convention. So that everyone is aware of what
is going on I will make a report every month and  a half or so
on our progress.

Vice-President

MARTIN GRAY

2401 Laurel Canyon Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90046

Secretary-T reasurer
JUDY BURGESS

45 First Avenue, Apartment 5-K
New York, New York 10003

Directors

JOHNNY MEDRO

NATE STEIN

The normal charges for renting the facilities at the YMCA are
quite astronomical. In fact it would wipe out the IJA treasury
to pay for one 8 hour day's use of one gym. The reason for the
high price is that the "Y" does not care to have "outsiders" use

their facilities. Because of my and Joe's position at the "Y"
and the nature of the IJA, the "Y" has offered to donate most

of the building to us for the 1975 convention. The executives

of the "Y" have developed a strong interest in the activities

of the IJA and in the art of juggling from a physical fitness
standpoint. They did, however, ask us to make an honest
effort to pay the utility bills which we arrived at a fair figure
of $400.00. To defer this cost I have consulted a local printer
about printing an Ad-Program booklet which will be passed out
at our public show August 2. The booklet will consist of busi

ness ads, a program of the show, and a brief history of the IJA.
Cost of printing is about $ 275.00 for 300 programs; the total
worth of sellable ad space is about $750.00, more than enough
to cover expenses. Whatever is left goes to the IJA treasury.
The "Y" has promised me that in case of problems they will not
hold us to the $400.00, but will take whatever we can raise.

We have started selling ads In our spare time and find that local
businesses are very sympathetic to our cause. With the amount
of time we have Joe and I see no problem in raising the money
we need. If you have any questions or objections to this please
let me know as soon as possible.

A

Public Relations Director
DENNIS SOLDATl

Championships Director
ROGER DOLLARHIDE

Historian
EVA CROSBY

European Correspondents
ROLAND WEISE

KARL-HEINZ ZIETHEN

Newsletter Editor
HOVEY BURGESS

Official Photographer
ROGER DOLLARHIDE

Official Photographer Emeritus
LANE BLUMENTHAL

Honorary Directors
BOB BLAU

STU RAYNOLDS

I

Convention Co-Chairmen
DICK FRANCIS

JOE SULLIVAN

FALL 197^4

Dick Francis
President
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5 DATES

JULY 31 (Thursday) - AUGUST 1 (Friday) - AUGUST 2 (Saturday) - AUGUST 3 (Sunday)
y PUBLIC SHOW

Saturday, August 2 the public show will be held in the main concourse of the Southern Park
Mall which is located in a south suburb of Youngstown. They have an elevated stage with a
backdrop which fits over a large fountain in the center of the mall. U.S. Keyboards will
provide an organ and organist to play backup music for the acts much as the organist at the
Circus Hall of Fame did. A public address system is also built into the stage,

y JUGGLING ROOM

The juggling will be held in a new 2 year old gymnasium. Size is two full basketball courts
with a 30 foot ceiling. There is airconditioning, lots of neoprene mats, rollaway stage for
the competition, and a large lockable equipment storage

y FOOD

room.

The "Y" has two restaurant facilities in the one building. The cafeteria i
tast, lunch, and supper. Also the 24 hour Servomati
excellent food and are very reasonable

y MOVIES
One or

I

two times will be set up during the convention so those who wish t

S open for break-
ion in the main lobby. Both have

o show or view
juggling movies or slides can do so. Adjacent to the gym is a I
projector will be available during the day so BRING YOUR FILMS!

y  SPECIAL EVENTS

§  SEVENTH ANNUAL IJA JUGGLING CHAMPIONSHIPS
Date has not yet been set.

§ DRAWINGS

large movie room. A 16mm

Various prop makers have offered to donate props to be given away
at one or two drawings a day depending on the number of props
donated. Anyone wishing to donate props should contact me.

§  SHIRTS

Souvenir "T" shirts of the convention will be printed and sold
at the convention at a reasonable cost.

§ ADVERTISING

We have been promoting the convention here since we returned

from Florida. While Youngstown is not a small city, it is very
entertainment starved. Newspaper and Local TV have already

^  assured us of top rate coverage. In the weeks preceding the con
vention Joe and I will do a series of juggling echibitions all
town to announce that the JUGGLERS ARE COMING. 'Mark

Bates of Cleveland has offered to ride a unicycle from Cleveland
to Youngstown (80 miles) taking 5 days and arriving in downtown
Youngstown mid-afternoon Thursday when town is most crowded.

over

The 1975 Convention will have an orderly but casual schedule so that if someone misses

something it Is because they didn't care to attend, not because they didn't know about it.
y  SUGGESTION

Contact those jugglers that you know who don't attend conventions

because of professional commitments, those traveling with Shows etc.
Tel l them that these dates are DEFINITE and that conditions will be

ideal for whatever they wish to do. This will be the BEST IJA CON-
— Dick FrancisVENTION EVER!!! Him
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THE SUPER ATHLETES
pp. 328-329

12. Juggling
Probably the two most famous European jugglers of the last hundred

years were Paul Spadoni of Germany and Enrico Rastelli of Italy.
Spadoni was bom in 1870, and reached the peak of his skill in the early
1900s. Wlhle he did a great deal of his balancing and juggling with
heavy paraphernalia, he was equally capable in handling small, light
objects with speed and agility. He could either balance a small auto

mobile (!) on a perch on one shoulder, or juggle at one time six fresh

eggs. In order to show that the eggs were not hard-boiled, Spadoni,
after juggling them, would break them in a plate. This six-egg feat has
never been duplicated. After retiring from his exhibitions, Spadoni be
came one of the foremost European theatrical agents and producers.
The best feats of the versatile Italian juggler, Enrico Rastelli (1896-

1931), were to juggle at one Hme either 12 balls or 8 plates! In these
feats he is said to have been without an equal. While standing on his
hands and spinning a hoop on one of his legs, he could cause a ball
to “climb” from his head up his back to the sole of his other foot. All

his feats were performed wnth “inimitable ease.”
Another topnotch juggler and equilibrist cf the 1890s was Paul Cin-

quevalli. One of his feats was to spin a heavy tub high above him on
the point of a pole which he balanced, then knock die pole away and
catch the tub squarely on the spike of a helmet that he wore. He also

performed the “iron jaw” feat of holding by his teeth the mng of a
chair in which a man was sitting. He made the feat look very easy by
meanwhile sitting himself in a chair at a table, apparently reading a
newspaper! He would conclude this part of his act by arising, still
holding the chair and man, and strolling off tlie stage while he juggled
three or four “cannonballs.”

During recent years one of the greatest jugglers has been and is

Francis Brunn. The way he is able to throw and catch spinning balls
unerringly on any part of liis body is simply fantastic.
But there were, and are. Oriental jugglers as well; and in their spe

cialties they appear every bit as wonderful as their European contem
poraries. One of these “Oriental” specialties is the juggling of knives.
In India and China may be seen jugglers who keep in motion many
pointed knives, always catching them by tlie handles. By throwing these
knives from a distance, they can “pin” their partner against a soft board,
completely surrounding his body with the daggers but never injuring
his skin. In India also is performed the so-called “Dance of the eggs.”
'flic dancer, usually a woman, places on her head  a large wheel made
of light wood. Around the edge of the wheel, at, regular intervals, are
strings with loose kmots at their ends, into which the dancer places the
eggs as she causes the wheel to revolve. Finally, all the eggs ai’e on tlie
strings and are revolving so rapidly that they swing out horizontally
from the wheel, llie same phenomenal speed and skill that W'as required
in putting the eggs on the strings without having one smash into anotlier

is then exhibited in removing the eggs one by one.
In 1967, in the Moscow' Circus, which that year toured the United

States, there wars a Cossack riding act called The Iristons. One of the

riders wars Nicolai Olkhovikos', a sixth-generation circus perfonner and
fonner opera singer. Standing on the croup of a cantering horse, Olkhovi-
kov balanced four filled water-glasses on a plate atop an 8-foot pole,
while he sang!

Paul Spadoni

Enrico Rastel li

Paul Cinquevolli

Francis Brunn

Oriental jugglers

)Nicolai Olkhovikov
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THE SUPER ATHLETES. U  e

losed two Xerox pages from a book titled The Super
Athletes by David P. Willoughby (it's subtitled, "A record of
the limits of human strength, speed and stamina."). In his account

of juggling, he credits Enrico Rastelli with doing 12 balls and 8
plates. Even the Ouiness Book of World Records only
credits Rastelli with doing 10 balls. I've read a lot of Willoughby's
stuff (going back almost 20 years) and he's usually a very reliable
researcher. However, I'm going to write to him and ask what

materials he used for this section of his book. I'll keep you
—DENNIS SOLDATI

I've ... enc

source

informed of the results.

Among those attending
Jerry Greenberg's New York
Juggle-ln (Sept. 8) were:

Hana Belier, Hovey Burgess,

Judy Burgess, Richard
Brestoff, Leigh Clark, Norm
Danzig, Harry DeDio, Roger
V. Dollarhide, Paul Duff,
Bob Geer, Ron Graham, Kim
Green, Jerry Greenberg,
John Grimaldi, Ernst

Gruenbaum, Michelle
Gruenbaum, Mark Haber,
Stuart Haber, Peter Haviland,

Terry Hayes, Clint Hebard,
Carol Hine, Jon Jaffe, Art
Johnson, Justin Kapp, Tim

Kapp, Kenneth Kaye, Chuck
Levine, Cecil MacKinnon,
Richard Mills, Steve Mills,

Larry Pisoni, Susan Pores,
Don Reed, Lana Roberts,
Jason Rosenfield, Mitch

Schnaer, Gypsy Snider,
Peggy Snider, Dennis Soldati,
Arleen Sunshine, John Towsen,
Sharon Underhill, Joan

Verrill, Mary Lou Westerfield,
and Lynn Weinstein.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Dennis Soldati telephoned recently to report
that Mr. Willoughby's source for stating that Rastelli did 12 balls
was Walter Umminger Supermen, Heroes and Gods^lV\e
story of sport through the ages (Translated from the German by
James Clark). New York, McGraw-Hill, 1963., pages 213-214.

,  1-9 01-
record of the

iVilloug.hby, David V
The super athletes;

of human strength, speed and
Cranhury, N.J

limits

stamina. A. S. Bar• »

1970.

665 P .

nes,

(
26 cm .

62L-629 .

$15.00i llus• $

Bibliography: PP.

EDITOR'S NOTES:

Page 325 —It was Ernest Clarke, not Alfredo Codona, who
first performed the triple somersault on the flying trapeze
(See: Fred Bradna, THE BIG TOP, 1952, pp. 167-168.).

Page 329 —Nicolai Olkhovikov (b. 1922) was a soloist in
1967 not o member of the IRISTON HORSEMEN; in 1971 he

became head of a teeter-board act colled RUSSIAN TROIKA.
I7E=I 0-1,98-06651-7 70-86302

c
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APRIL 5, 1893 - AUGUST 23, 197A

VARIETY REPORTS (COMPILED FROM TWO SEPARATE OBITUARIES):

Bill Talent (Coughlin), 81, vet vaudevillian died August 23rd at his Hollywood home.
Talent, regarded one of the top jugglers in vaude, for 35 years was teamed with his late
wife, Flo, as Talent & Merritt. Act had performed on all the major circuits as well as
in England. He retired about 10 years ago. Talent was one of the founders of the

Hollywood Comedy Club and for 27 years one of its most active members. Surviving is
a sister, Tish Cornalia, former actress.

"BIOGRAPHY OF BILL TALENT"

Vincent Coughlin, better known as Bil l Talent to jugglers and other show people, was
born in Sioux City, Iowa, April 5, 1893. His brother. Jack, taught him to juggle three
oranges. Seeing jugglers at an old 10 and 20 cent theater, he copied them and their
tricks and a couple years later he had a routine.
At the age of 17, he contacted the Havelocks, and after seeing him juggle, they

promised to send for him, which they dicj two years later. In 1912, he became a member
of the Havelocks. Wallace Havelock was one of the famous Agoust Family. As the
Havelocks, they played the Keith circuit and other leading theaters in the east.

In the early part of 1914, Wallace reorganized the Agoust Family act consisting of
five people—Emile, Wallace, Mrs. Havelock, Max and Talent. They played the Lew
Fields' Music Hal l and a Broadway show for the Shuberts.,
The family act broke up in 1915. Max and Bil l put an act together calling it Les

Augusts, using Bil ly DeArmo and his wife and Max and Talent. This act lasted about
a year.

Max and Bil l did a two-act show called Vincent and Maxime, also using the name of
Agoust and Agoust. They did all the tricks the family did but only by two people.

After being hospitalized with pneumonia, Bil l went into the army and served overseas
with the 359th Infantry. He was discharged June 10, 1918, and teamed with Gene
Winchester, working under the name of Vincent Redford and Gene Winchester and

playing the Keith circuit. Interstate time, Orpheum circuit, and Independent time.
Then Bill met and married Flo Merit and formed the act of Merit and Coughlin. Later,

they changed the name to Talent and Merit and played everything in show business until
1935. His wife's Il lness forced him to do a single.
(The above was condensed and edited frpm the original version by Lane Blumenthal*)

TOWARD A CHRONOLOGICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BILL TALENT, 1893-1974

JUOGLKR/S BULLETIN (monthly). Tulsa,
Montandon Magic. CTalent featured on cover of No. 211.

1m1(9 Harry Moll. The Art of Juggling.
iO)t9- [.In Progress] IJA NEWSLETTER,

Association. ILane Rlumenthal,. Biography of Bill Talent. My'6Ll”.
la',] (Tulsa, Oklahoma) JUGGLERS' BULLETIN 1950 ANNUAL
_  .T Ken Benge. 3 Ball Juggling. Chicago: Magic, Inc.
107k September L (New York) VARIETY Obituaries—
lavli October (New York) VARIETY Ob i t uar i e s  —B i 11 Talent.

Oklahoma:

Denver, Colorado; Harry Moll.

International Jugglers'

I •

j 072

Bill T. Cough!in.
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DECETOER R, 1903 - OCTOBER 31, 197R

MARCELLO TRUZZI WRITES;

October 31st. He hadI thought the IJA should be informed of the death of my father on
been ill with emphysema and heart problems for the last two years. He had just returned
home from the hospital with a good prognosis and in good spirits. He took a nap and
never woke up. We are grateful that he died a painless death under psychologically
happy conditions.

I enclose a news story from the Sarasota paper with a couple of corrections made on it.

FAMED CIRCUS JUGGLER TRUZZI DIES"
Massimiliano TruzzI, billed as the world's greatest juggler during his years as a center

ring performer with the Ringling Bros., Barnum & Bailey Circus, died Thursday (October
31st) at his Sarasota residence. He was 71 years old.

He was a member of one of the great European circus families, originally from Italy. The

family moved to Poland, which was then part of Russia. Truzzi was born in Lodz, Poland,
Dec. 4, 1903. He and his father, Enrico Truzzi, managed the Circus Truzzi in Russia before
he came to the United States in 1940 to join the Ringling show. ^

learned the art of juggling from the famous Italian juggler, Enrico Rastelli, he
alone in the center ring for

Having

perfected his skil ls to become the first juggler ever to appear
the Ringling show in a 20-minute solo performance. Leaping and bounding about the great
arena, he juggled with lighted torches thrown high in the air. ^ . ,
A self-educated man, he was a lifelong student of history and philosophy. He once said

human being to understand both philosophy and juggling, because itthat "life requires a
takes a little of both to get along in the world today."
He leaves his wife, Sonya; a son. Dr. Marcello Truzzi who is a professor and head of

brother Rudolfo Truzzi ofthe sociology department at Eastern Michigan University; a

Portugal; a sister, Louisa Ferroni of Poland, and two grandchildren.
In accordance with his expressed belief that "life is for the living

mourning, there will be no funeral service. , c ii V^i j* •
(The above was condensed and edited from the original version by Sally Glendinning )

with no sign of

TOWARD A CHRONOLOGICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF MASSIMILIANO TRUZZI, 1903-1974
I9U1 July 28 LIFE Photographic Essay: The Circus.
I9U2 RINGLING BROS. BARNUM & BAILEY CIRCUS MAGAZINE.
191tL_1955 JUGGLER’S BULLETIN (monthly). Tulsa, Oklahoma;

Montandon Magic. 23.CTuzzi featured on cover of No.

19l49» cin Progress! IJA NEWSLETTER. International Jugglers'
1963 Yuri A. Dmitriev. Sovetskii Tsirk. Moscow;
1966 December SOUTHERN FOLKLORE QUARTERLY Marcello Truzzi.

American Circus as a Source of Folklore;
1973 Tsirk—Malenkaya Entsiklopidya. Moscow.
I97L March-April BANDWAGON: THE JOURNAL OF THE CIRCUS HISTORICAL

SOCIETY Marcello Truzzi with Massimiliano Truzzi-. Notes

Toward a History of Juggling.
I97L November 2 SARASOTA HERALD-TRIBUNE Sally Glendinning. Famed

Circus Juggler Truzzi Dies.*'
1971* November 11 CIRCUS REPORT In Memoriam—-M. Truzzi.
397L November I6 AMUSEMENT BUSINESS Final Curtain—Maesimi1ianoTruzz5

Assoc.

IskuB stVO.

The

An Introduction.
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NEW MEMBERS

LINDA LE MAY
140 BAY STATE ROAD
BOX 155

BOSTON

CHARLES LEVINE
240 WEST 98TH STREET j»4H
NEW YORK

DAVID LONDON
P 0 BOX 100

FLUSHING

DAVID MONASCH
COMMONPLACE RESTAURANT
374 SELBY AVENUE
ST PAUL

MICHAEL MOSCHEN

38 PLACE TERRACE
GREENFIELD

JOHN F NASKO II
719 WEST 19TH STREET
CHICAGO

THE NEWTONS: JAMES, JOHN,

PETER, DEXTER, KAI, and
MARGY; plus MARY NEWTON
SANGER and JAMES SANGER

1110 RISSER ROAD
MADISON

BURTON RUBIN

c/o RBA
137 EAST 25TH STREET
NEW YORK

PETER J SCAHILL
2 ROOSEVELT STREET
ROCHESTER

ROBERT B SHEA

74 ASHLAND
ROCHESTER

BOB SMITH

1002 GEORGE STREET
TAYLOR

FRANK M SVECHOTA
23288 BEECH
DEARBORN

HUCK TRUESDELL
MANNING STREET

JEFFERSON

WILLIAM J VANE SANDE
62 SOUTH UNION STREET
ROCHESTER

BLAIR M WHIDDEN

419 YALE AVENUE
SWARTHMORE

MA 02215

NY 10025

NY 11367

MN 55102

MA 01301

IL 60616

WI 53705

NY 1001

NY 1462

NY 1460

TX 7657

MI 4812

MA 0152

NY 1460

PA 1908

JOHN BARKETT

,2537 YALE STATION
NEW HAVEN

RICHARD BRESTOFF
215 WEST 75TH STREET
NEW YORK

JACK CASSIDY
20219 BIRCH STREET
SANTA ANA

COLIN PATRICK FLAHERTY
712 WEST 26TH STREET
WILMINGTON

ALICE DENTZ
ELM RIDGE ROAD
PRINCETON

PAUL S GARINGER
21 WAR TROPHY ROAD
MEDIA

RICHARD A GARINGER
21 WAR TROPHY ROAD
MEDIA

WILLIAM J HARMON

16 RIDDLEWOOD DRIVE
MEDIA

L DAVID HARRIS
662 INDEPENDENCE AVE S E
WASHINGTON

MICHAEL HENNESSY
2621 BLOOMINGTON AVE S
MINNEAPOLIS

ROY M HOFFMAN
P 0 BOX 24

CAPE MAY CT HSE NJ 08210
JOHN HOPKINS

P 0 BOX 12396
N KANSAS CITY

CHRIS KANALY
620 PENNSYLVANIA <14
BOULDER

CY KOSKI

414 NORTH PLEASANT

AMHERST

GORDON KRUSE

30246 SOUTH STOCKTON DR
FARMINGTON HLS MI 48024

DAVID LANDER

DRAMA DEPARTMENT

MELBOURNE STATE COLLEGE
757 SWAN5TON STREET
CARLTON

AUSTRALIA

CT 065?0

NY 10023

CA 92707

DE 19802

NJ 08540

PA 19063

PA 19063

PA 19063

DC 20003

MN 55407

MO 64116

CO 80302

MA 01002

VICTORIA 3053

)

0

0

7

4

4

2

.)7

1
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CHANGE OF ADDRESS

ERNEST MONTEGO

a/o THE ASHTON SHOW
AMERICANA HOTEL

BOCA DE CANGREJOS ROAD
PR 00913SAN JUAN

JERRY GREENBERG

As of November 20^ 1974
1565 EAST 9TH STREET
BROOKLYN NY 11230

PHILIPPE PETIT

c/o MAX ROTH
48 WEST 48TH STREET

JOSEPH H HOOKER II
615 NORTH MAIN
MOUNT AIRY

#3

NC 27030
NY 10036NEW YORK

DON REED 5 LANA ROBERTS

107 JERSEY STREET «22-C
MA 02215BOSTON

ORRIN LUNDGREN
14331 ROSENCRANZ
LA MIRADA

«6

CA 90638

SCHOOL ADDRESS

HILLARY CARLIP

COLLEGE V

UN IV CALIF SANTA CRUZ

CA 95064

BOX 432

SANTA CRUZ

STUART HABER

WIGGLESWORTH 122

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

CAMBRIDGE ^'A 02138

ADDRESS UNKNOWN

PETER CUNEEN

The IJA Newsletter is published
twelve times per year by the Inter
national Jugglers' Association.
Subscription by IJA Membership.

For information Write:

Judy Burgess, IJA Sec-Treas.
45 First Avenue, Apartment 5-K
New York, New York 10003 USA

...a couple of weeks ago I taped a TV show. I was
on Dinah Shore's new show—"Dinah!

and it wil l be aired the end of November. I'm not
juggling

sure of the exact date, but other guests (which it
would be listed under) were Jimmy Connors,
David Brenner, Dick Haymes, etc...

-HILLARY CARLIP

n

We mourn the loss of the two great jugglers to whom this issue is fondly and respectfully
dedicated. TALENT (a vaudeviilian) and TRUZZI (a circus performer) joined IJA within
a month of one another, and, some twenty-seven years later, died within two months of
each other. So devoted were they to both their public and their juggling as to develop
showmanship plus originality plus numbers juggling. Let their lives be an inspiration to
al l of us. Those who knew and loved them wil l miss them greatly. May they rest in peace.
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